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Scalco et al. present a clever diagnostic algorithm for

nosologic application in the Smith-Lemli-Opitz” (SLO or

RSH) syndrome based on their 11 biochemically confirmed

patients and 34 others culled from prior publications. They

are correct in inferring that none of the congenital anoma-

lies they considered are specific to or pathognomonic of

RSH syndrome, and that the greater the number of anoma-

lies included in the calculation the greater the likelihood of

effective nosologic discrimination and correct diagnosis.

While methodically sophisticated, this approach has

two weaknesses. First, it is based on propositi biasing the

sample to the most severe and of the phenotypic spectrum.

While not common, mildly affected individuals with RSH

syndrome are known. A preferable approach would be to

base the discriminant analysis on secondarily ascertained

cases including subsequently born sibs, indeed anybody in

the family who is biochemically abnormal. Affected cous-

ins, nieces and nephews in RSH families are known. In this

way the phenotypic spectrum will be much more represen-

tative of all of the RSH individuals in the population. A

beautiful example of such a study is that by Thomas et al.

(1986) on the Fraser cryptophthalmos syndrome; the num-

bers of sibs of index cases is not large (maximum 23 in 124

families), but of exceptional value in projecting a less bi-

ased view of that disorder than one based on propositi.

Secondly, there is the issue of circularity due to inclu-

sion in the analysis of all of the cases used for establishing

the inventory of phenotypic manifestations. In a segregat-

ing disorder such as the RSH syndrome this problem could

again be avoided by excluding index cases and basing the

study on secondarily ascertained affected relatives.

Who are they? Anyone in the family of an index case

with one or more than one RSH syndrome manifestation,

diagnostically abnormal levels of cholesterol and 7DHC

and/or the homozygous state of a DHCR7 mutation.

This view of the RSH syndrome will bring to light

“cases” who would be excluded by the approach of Scalco

et al., such as the biochemically confirmed fetus reported

by Angle et al. (1988) with hydrops, uncharacteristic facial

appearance and absence of 2/3 to syndactyly who died at

birth. Thus, fetal/pediatric geneticists have an extremely

important role to play in any stillbirth and pediatric pathol-

ogy program (q.v. Cernach et al., 2004) especially for the

detection of segregating potentially lethal disorders pre-

senting for the first time in a family. Fetal lethality in the

RSH syndrome has been reported severally (Opitz et al.,

2002; Putnam et al., 2005).

If Metherall is correct in his estimate of an almost 4%

gene frequency of mutant RSH alleles in the Utah CEPH

families then the heterozygote and homozygote frequen-

cies, respectively, are ~8% and 1/625 (BSJ Davies and JE

Metherall, 2002, personal communication). Since we see

only a small fraction of these homozygotes in fetal pathol-

ogy and the pediatric genetics clinic they must die early

during embryonic life. Since his allele frequency is identi-

cal in the normal and coronary heart disease population, it is

evident that the carrier state of the RSH syndrome does not

protect against coronary heart disease as the basis of a pre-

sumed heterozygote advantage.

What about the other 19 patients in the Scalco et al.

study with normal levels of cholesterol and 7DHC? When

all is said and done they clearly do not have the RSH syn-

drome, sensu stricto. In my opinion they are far more inter-

esting than the 11 confirmed cases and deserve to be

published in detail, or at least evaluated by an expert such

as Richard Kelley or Malgorzata Nowaczyk before Scalco

et al. begin the arduous task of testing their hypothesis that

these biochemically normal individuals have a SHH pro-

tein mutation.
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